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Black Knight’s End-to-End Digital Close Fulfillment Solution Advances the Lending
Process by Significantly Streamlining the Real Estate Transaction
LoanSphere Expedite Close Designed to Support Lenders,
Settlement Agents, Realtors and Investors
-

-

Expedite Close supports the needs of all users – settlement agents, lenders, real estate agents,
investors and consumers – without the need for significant changes to current business processes
The solution leverages Black Knight’s existing electronic signature and document fulfillment
platforms and expands its workflow, decisioning and automation to deliver an end-to-end hybrid
and full digital close solution that can be deployed incrementally
LoanSphere Expedite Close was designed for ease of use by all participants in the real estate
transaction
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. – Feb. 5, 2018 – Black Knight, Inc. (NYSE:BKI), a leading provider of

integrated software, data and analytics to the mortgage and real estate industries, announced the first
phase of LoanSphere Expedite Close will be available later this year. Expedite Close is an advanced
hybrid and full digital closing solution that supports data and document exchange, workflow and
processes associated with real estate transactions. Expedite Close provides an electronic closing
fulfillment process, enabling seamless and secure online interactions between the real estate agent, lender,
settlement agent and consumer from contract through closing.
Black Knight has developed Expedite Close with the end user in mind – creating a solution
flexible enough to meet the unique process requirements and business needs of each participant along the
way.
“What sets Expedite Close apart from other eClosing solutions is that it’s built to support the
needs of all users – settlement agents, lenders, real estate agents, consumers and investors – providing
them with the capabilities to do what they need to do, when they need to do it, in a way that doesn’t call
for significant changes to current business processes,” said Tom Peterson, president, Black Knight’s
Lending Solutions division. “Because it does so in a way that is entirely ‘agnostic’ to existing platforms,
this is more than a solution. With Expedite Close, Black Knight is building an industry utility.”

Leveraging Black Knight’s suite of integrated electronic signature and documentation fulfillment
services, Expedite Close includes enhanced workflow and decisioning capabilities, as well as increased
automation to support the full closing process. Lenders, settlement agents and consumers can securely
collaborate online, and either use the solution with the portals, source systems and document providers
they currently use, or integrate additional Black Knight solutions where needed. The solution tightly
integrates with Black Knight’s LoanSphere Empower loan origination system and Black Knight’s
industry-leading LoanSphere MSP servicing system.
Expedite Close will seamlessly support all consumer interaction and workflow fulfillment
requirements. With this solution, consumers are able to access a secure portal to review and sign all of
their closing documentation online, and “wet sign” any specific documents that require a physical
signature for jurisdictions not yet accepting electronic notarization. A consumer can also choose to wet
sign all documents in the closing package. If this process is chosen, Expedite Close will provide the loan
documentation to the settlement agent within the required timeframe, eliminating any documentfulfillment workflow gaps.
Expedite Close significantly enhances consumers’ experience by providing them with a more
streamlined closing; the ability to review all necessary documents and update the loan’s status; and more
control in the overall process. Lenders and settlement agents not only benefit from improved borrower
satisfaction, but also from reduced risk and enhanced process efficiencies using their current processes.
“Our goal is to streamline the closing process,” said Peterson. “Today’s borrowers are accustomed
to anywhere, anytime connectivity and the freedom to choose how they want to interact with businesses.
Expedite Close gives them that freedom, and will help to advance the mortgage industry by making it
possible for electronic fulfillment for closings to become the norm rather than the exception.”

About Black Knight
Black Knight is a leading provider of integrated software, data and analytics solutions that facilitate and automate
many of the business processes across the homeownership lifecycle.
As a leading fintech, Black Knight is committed to being a premier business partner that clients rely on to achieve
their strategic goals, realize greater success and better serve their customers by delivering best-in-class software,
services and insights with a relentless commitment to excellence, innovation, integrity and leadership. For more
information on Black Knight, please visit www.blackknightinc.com.
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